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RAPPORT
Briefly describe the project in a language understandable to non-scientists
The Nordic nationwide registries reveal extensive clusters of colorectal cancer families, some of which show the hallmarks of
hereditary cancer. This project focuses on a new entity of hereditary colon cancer without polyposis, known as Familial
Colorectal Cancer Type X (FCCX). Close to 100 FCCX families have been investigated from the Finnish and Danish cohorts to
determine the prevalence of mutations in two recently discovered susceptibility genes and to identify novel predisposing genes
in families remaining mutation-negative, so far. Our research increases the understanding of colorectal tumorigenesis and
offers new tools for targeted cancer prevention in high-risk families.
Summarize the major findings of the project
Our combined approach of genetic linkage analysis, exome sequencing, tumor studies, and functional investigations identified a
new high-penetrance colon cancer predisposition gene, RPS20, which encodes a component (S20) of the small ribosomal
subunit (Nieminen et al. 2014 and 2015). A truncating germline mutation co-segregated with microsatellite-stable colon cancer
in a four-generation FCCX family from Finland and was associated with a defect in pre-rRNA maturation. Our findings
demonstrate for the first time that FCCX can be a ribosomopathy. Our observation of RPS20 being associated with increased
colon cancer risk was later confirmed by other investigators who studied families from a non-Finnish population (Broderick P et
al., Gastroenterology 152: 75 – 77, 2017). Recently, genetic linkage analysis in an extended Danish family mapped a new
susceptibility locus to a region on chromosome 11q24; the same region has been suggested by two earlier studies (Rudkjøbing
et al. 2015). Efforts to identify the causative gene are underway. Apart from genetic mechanisms, we consider the possibility of
epigenetic (regulatory) mechanisms in mutation-negative families (Abdel-Rahman et al. 2016). To date, 54 representatives of
FCCX families have undergone a complete exome sequencing, and a number of high- and low-penetrance mutations in novel
and established colon cancer genes have been identified (our unpublished data). Parallel next-generation sequencing of
polyposis families (Nieminen et al. 2016) has revealed some molecular overlap but the sharing of predisposition genes with
FCCX is generally limited. Collectively, the findings imply that FCCX is molecularly heterogeneous and further studies to define
its molecular basis are warranted.
Describe how the project has increased our knowledge of the prevention, cause and/or cure for cancer
Our research has identified a novel colon cancer susceptibility gene (RPS20), pinpointed a number of worthwhile candidate
genes, and mapped a new chromosomal locus for colon cancer predisposition (11q24). The identification of a strong
predisposing mutation in a given family offers a molecular tool to recognize family members who are at increased cancer risk.
The enrolment of mutation carriers in active cancer prevention by regular colonoscopy screening and other means can reduce
colon cancer-associated morbidity and mortality. At the same time, family members who turn out to be non-carriers can be
exempted from unnecessary surveillance and unfounded fear of cancer. The discovery of new pathways for colon
tumorigenesis stimulates research to target these pathways for diagnostic, preventive, and therapeutic applications.
Outline how Nordic cooperation has added value to this project
Mutations associated with high life-time risks of cancer can provide valuable tools for scientific and translational applications,
but are typically rare on a population level. A joint study of colon cancer families from the Finnish and Danish cohorts increases
the likelihood of finding susceptibility genes that might be shared by several populations. The discovery of a likely susceptibility
gene in colon cancer families from one population will immediately make it possible to extend the studies to another population,
which is crucial to evaluate the prevalence, pathogenicity, and clinical significance of the findings.
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